Potential candidates for class offices seek up for elections

By Cliff Stevens

As the student body president content comes down the stretch to­day, potential candidates for the class offices, student Senate and off­campus commissioner races are lining up at the starting blocks. Mandatory candidate meetings were held last night by Ombudsman to register names, distribute petition forms and discuss campaign rules.

The class officer, senate and of­campus commissioner elections are slated for March 18, with run-offs on March 20 if necessary. Nine possible sophomore class office tickets, one possible junior class ticket, and two possible senior class tickets attended. Those possi­ble off-campus commissioner can­didates also were present.

Ten possible candidates for the senate attended, with one from district 1, three from district 2, two from district 4, and four from off­campus.

No potential candidate attended from district 2, which includes seats for Stan Roddy, Karen Ruff, Eric Hinkle, and Tom Bailey. Class office tickets and off­campus commissioner candidates must register with the Ombudsman to register names, which may ran, listed in the same order as above, include Patrick Creadon, Michael Moynihan, Ellen Nichols and Peter Hartweger; DiBona, John Ofenloch and Stephen Shake, Mike Kletly, Susan Rosenthal and Gretchen McCarthy, Tim Lake and Jeff Utz; George Molinsky, Karen Ruff and Erica Hinkle, Sam Bailey and Tom Bailey. Above, include Patrick Creadon, Michael Moynihan, Ellen Nichols and Peter Hartweger; DiBona, John Ofenloch and Stephen Shake, Mike Kletly, Susan Rosenthal and Gretchen McCarthy, Tim Lake and Jeff Utz; George Molinsky, Karen Ruff and Erica Hinkle, Sam Bailey and Tom Bailey.

Five topics at an organizational meeting today, however, concerns the student Senate and offcampus commissioner elections.

By Cliff Stevens

Solar astronaut is president of high Flight International, an organization he founded in 1972 to discuss campaign rules. Whether late candidates for the university as a whole technically or allowed on the ballot will be deter­mined by the Ombudsman Election Committee, he said.

Possible sophomore class office ticket in attendance, listed in the order of vice president, president, treasurer, and secretary, Irwin, Stephen Shaik, Mike Kletly, Susan Rosenthal and Gretchen Schauer; Liam Brennan, Mary McCarthy, Tim Lake and Jeff Utz; and John Ofenloch, Karen Ruff and the di Kaylon and Carolyn Aylward.

Ten possible candidates for the senate attended, with one from district 1, three from district 2, two from district 4, and four from off­campus.

No potential candidate attended from district 2, which includes seats for Stan Roddy, Karen Ruff, Eric Hinkle, and Tom Bailey. Class office tickets and off­campus commissioner candidates must register with the Ombudsman to register names, which may ran, listed in the same order as above, include Patrick Creadon, Michael Moynihan, Ellen Nichols and Peter Hartweger; DiBona, John Ofenloch and Stephen Shake, Mike Kletly, Susan Rosenthal and Gretchen McCarthy, Tim Lake and Jeff Utz; George Molinsky, Karen Ruff and Erica Hinkle, Sam Bailey and Tom Bailey. Above, include Patrick Creadon, Michael Moynihan, Ellen Nichols and Peter Hartweger; DiBona, John Ofenloch and Stephen Shake, Mike Kletly, Susan Rosenthal and Gretchen McCarthy, Tim Lake and Jeff Utz; George Molinsky, Karen Ruff and Erica Hinkle, Sam Bailey and Tom Bailey.

I'm on mission from God, says Apollo 15 astronaut

By Bob Musseman

Colonel James Irwin once went on a mission to the moon. His mis­sion today, however, concerns the son of Jesus Christ, the Son of God.

Irwin, 55, spoke at a dinner presentation at the South Dining Hall last night in the Notre Dame Air Force ROTC corps in place of their weekly leadership lab. The religious experiences.

Irwin was walking on the earth was more important than man walking on the moon," he said. "I've had my highest flight, but the Lord has given me a new mission, to be your servant, to share the love of Christ.

Irwin began as a pilot in the Air Force, then moved to test flights of the F-12. "I felt very proud. I felt I was the hottest pilot in the sky," he said.

Then disaster struck in 1961. While training a pilot in a small airplane, he crashed. Irwin surviv­ed, but was critically injured. Doc­tors assured him that he'd never fly again.

But Irwin was obsessed with fly­ing, and he said, began wondering what he'd do with his life. Irwin started praying. And he realized that he'd drilled far from the Lord.
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Stop worrying about restructuring, start worrying about real concerns

Student government... why?

Andy Looney is not the only one who could be asking that question these days. Constitutions have become as commonplace as the flu around campus. There are different interpretations of the rules for every student leader you talk to. And "restructuring" has become a household word.

In short, mass confusion reigns in student government.

Last week, the Committee on Restructuring was all set to implement its long-planned and carefully worked-out constitution, designed to enlarge the senate, as soon as the Hall Presidents' Council or the students ratified it. Only they didn't.

If "Committee of Restructuring" has a familiar ring to it, it may be because just one year ago, the Committee to Restructure Student Government (known as CREST) came out with its own proposal for a drastic overhaul of student government. This too, quickly died.

And don't forget last October's intra-constitution, by which Student Body President Bill Healy and four other student leaders attempted to disband the senate and restructure the Campus Life Council overnight. The latest attempt to cure the ills of student government was just three days ago, when yet another constitutional proposal was brought before the senate, this time to toss out the senate except for five members who would sit only on the Campus Life Council. Lobbying is already going full speed ahead for both of these proposals.

Neither is the restructuring syndrome peculiar to students currently at Notre Dame. The senate has only existed since 1980, when a new constitution created it. Another senate, way back in the sixties, was disband in 1972. In between era of the senate, there was a Board of Commissioners which was completely restructured every two years or so, under a new constitution. Confused? So am I.

Somehow among all the committees, the proposals, and the arguing over rules, the same basic thing always emerges. It is a group of organizations that accomplish many valuable things every year, but fail to make an impression on either the administration or most students.

Student government seemed to have hit new lows in terms of student respect last year. One presidential ticket was disqualified for election violations and reinstated by a secret vote of the senate. Then the senate extended its term to finish the restructuring which never came through anyway. But this year has been even more laughable. Why else would 20 percent of the vote for student body president have gone to the candidate whose platform promised "a national campaign to change macaroni and cheese to cheese and macaroni?"

What is the cause of all the restructuring mania? It always seems to occur when there has been a plunge in student government's credibility. The proponents of each new constitution seem to believe rhin in the one that will really make student government effective, respected and efficient. This is the one that will make the administration listen and the students get involved.

But the overhauls, no matter how drastic, don't really make a difference in terms of getting things done. Countless manoeuvres are spent researching, rewriting and publicizing new constitutions, but what is there to show for it? Simply a differently-structured organization.

Those hours could be spent far better by working within the structure that already exists. Student government already has enough to do without constantly trying to revive itself. There are always issues that need to be addressed (like paritels, divestment and WWF - AM). The administration needs to be confronted with student concerns. And student input needs to be collected, not to mention running all the day-to-day programs and events.

One of the main tasks of the new student body president should be to restore the badly shaken confidence in and respect for student government. It has little to do with how many senators there are or who can propose amendments. It has to do with how effectively it responds to students and makes their voices heard to the administration.
By ELLYN MASTAKO
Senior Staff Reporter

After a year's absence, Little Sister's Weekend has returned to Saint Mary's College. The annual event was cancelled last year because of lack of interest, according to Karyn Ruesch, the weekend's chairperson.

"People really missed the event last year," she said. "I guess they just took it for granted and once it was gone, they realized what they missed."

Attendance has surpassed the committee's best expectations, Ruesch said. "We had planned for 80, and hoped for 100. As of today, we have 360 little and big sisters.

Although there is no age requirement for the little sisters, the committee has geared most of the events toward the 10-to-16-year-old age bracket, said Ruesch.

"In the past, they have planned events for all age ranges," she said. "This year we tried to make the events interesting for the most popular age group.

"Of course, sisters of all age ranges are welcome," Ruesch added.

Planned events begin tomorrow with registration in Haggar Parlor from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m., a Merle Norman cosmetics makeover from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. in Carroll Hall, and an ice cream boat in Haggar Parlor from 8 p.m. to 9 p.m.

On Saturday, a fashion show and brunch will be held in Regina north and south lounges from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Fashions are courtesy of Maurice's located in the University Park mall.

Other events to be held Saturday include a sports festival in Angela and Regina pool from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m., a pizza party from 7 p.m. until 8:30 p.m. in Haggar Parlor, and the showing of the movie "Footloose" at 9 p.m. in Carroll Hall.

The weekend's events will conclude on Sunday with a Mass in Holy Cross Chapel at 11:30 a.m. followed by a brunch in the dining hall.

A human cross
Nearly 200 religious leaders form a human cross on the steps of the Capitol in Washington Tuesday, commemorating people who have died in Nicaragua, and accusing the Reagan administration of preferring "terrorism to the pursuit of peace." "A scaffold of deception is being constructed around Nicaragua," Catholic, Protestant and Jewish leaders said in formally declaring they will fight President Reagan over new congressional aid for Nicaraguan rebels.

You can use the American Express® Card to buy concert tickets for your favorite groups or airline tickets for your vacation. It's the perfect way to pay for all the little things, and the big-ticket items, that you'll want during college.

How to get the Card before you graduate.
Because we believe college is the first sign of success, we've made it easier for you to get the American Express Card. Graduating students can get the Card as soon as they accept a $10,000 career-oriented job. If you're not graduating yet, you can apply for a special sponsored Card. Look for student applications on campus or call 1-800-63-CARD and tell them you want a student application.

The American Express Card. Don't leave school without it.™

Government Career Fair scheduled for today

By ROB HENNIG
News Staff

Interested in a job with the FBI or Secret Service? Representatives from those government agencies and others will be attending a Government Career Fair today from noon until 4 p.m. in the lower level of the Center for Continuing Education.

The event is being sponsored by Career and Placement Services at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's.

Although last year's Government Career Day was cancelled because of the Valentine's Day Blizzard, this is the eighth time the event has been held, according to Paul Reynolds, assistant director of Career and Placement Services.

Two years ago there were approximately 250 to 300 students who participated in the event, Reynolds said.

Fewer agencies will be attending the career day than in past years, Reynolds said. He added, "In the past five or six years there has been a slight decrease due to the lack of hiring on the agencies' part."

Reynolds said the event was mainly an information gathering session. "I think it's a wonderful opportunity, especially for underclassmen who are interested in careers in government," he said.

"Originally the day was started as an instrument to aid liberal arts majors," Reynolds said. "But now... all students can benefit from this, not just liberal arts majors."

He added there are a variety of employment opportunities open to business, science and engineering majors as well.
Researchers link service in Vietnam to increased suicide rate

Researchers say they believe their work is the first to show a cause-and-effect relationship between military service in Vietnam and an unusual risk of suicide.

"I think it demonstrates the experience of being drafted during the Vietnam era had profound, long-term psychological effects on those who avoided the war, a new study concludes.

The study was published in today's New England Journal of Medicine. Four million Americans served in Indochina during the Vietnam War, and 600,000 were assigned to combat. Some studies have found higher levels of depression, drug abuse, marital problems, criminal charges and other difficulties among the veterans.

However, some critics speculate that the veterans have trouble because they were poorer and less educated than those who avoided the draft, not because of any lingering effects of military service.

Most suicides were committed by men in the same age group who actually served. The suicide rate was 13 percent higher among those with low lottery numbers than those with high numbers. This figure was diluted, however, because a low lottery number didn't necessarily mean military service. In fact, only 26 percent of the draft eligible men entered the military during the three years, while 9 percent of draft-exempt men served as volunteers. When the researchers took into account the percentages in each group who actually served, they projected that the suicide rate was 86 percent higher among the veterans.
30,000 mourn black riot victims, demonstrate for end to apartheid

Associated Press

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa - At least 30,000 black mourners, joined by hundreds of whites, turned out yesterday to stage a vast demonstration of opposition to apartheid.

The throng packed a soccer stadium in Alexandra, a squallid black township wedged among the richest white suburbs of Johannesburg. In the crowd were activists Winnie Mandela and diplomaed from seven Western nations, including the United States.

Among clergymen of all races was the Rev. Reyer Naude, 70, an Afrikaner whose spiritual journey from faith in apartheid to the struggle for black rights has made him a symbol of white liberalism.

"No one is free in this country as long as the black man is not free," Mike Beas, president of Alexandra Civic Association, told the mourners. "We are simply saying, dismantle apartheid."

"When is this brutality going to stop?" he asked. "When is this barbarism going to end?"

Police with rifles manned all entrances to Alexandra and searched incoming cars, including that of Betsy Spiro, political counselor of the U.S. embassy. They stayed well away from the stadium, but a helicopter circled overhead.

With most other forms of protest banned, the crowd - which some estimates put at 50,000 or more - transformed the service into a huge rally against the official apartheid race policy that reserves privilege for South Africa's 5 million whites and denies rights to the 24 million blacks.
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Mission
continued from page 1

Scott were like "typical tourists," taking pictures all the time and going for Sunday drives in their moon rovers.

Scientists wanted the astronauts to retrieve samples of pure white rock, which the scientists hoped would explain the composition of the moon. Irwin and Scott found such a rock sitting on top of another stone, standing alone as if to "pick me up."

"I use the incident as an example of God's guidance," Irwin said. Later in the mission, he felt compelled to recite the first verse of Psalm 121, the only scripture quoted on the surface of the moon. He said the future of space travel looks good, despite the fact that "we've lost our ability to go into space for a while" because of the shuttle accident.

Like most people, he said, he follows the shuttle investigations in the media, and has no connection with the investigation. He predicted NASA will continue, perhaps with new leaders.

Irwin said we need to re-prove the safety of our space program, and produce a space station, more reliable space transportation and journeys back to the moon and to Mars within 20 years.

Why does he make such presentations, mixed with religion and science?

"It's a good experience for these cadets to meet me and hear about my experience in the Air Force." He said we all need to learn from others, adding "We all need heroes," in whose footsteps we can follow. He predicted NASA will continue, perhaps with new leaders.

Irwin said we need to re-prove the safety of our space program, and produce a space station, more reliable space transportation and journeys back to the moon and to Mars within 20 years.

Correction

Because of incorrect information supplied to The Observer in an error was made in yesterday's station manager story. WSND-FM Station Manager Ellen Ridley has performed her duties as station manager before her resignation became official.
We've done it again.

ALDI reduces prices on 19 more items!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Old Price</th>
<th>New Price</th>
<th>Saving</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pink Salmon - fancy grade</td>
<td>$1.90</td>
<td>$1.90</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brownie Mix - 15 oz.</td>
<td>$0.99</td>
<td>$0.99</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate Syrup - 24 oz.</td>
<td>$0.99</td>
<td>$0.99</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicken Noodle Soup - 16 oz.</td>
<td>$0.99</td>
<td>$0.99</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow Onions - 5 lb.</td>
<td>$0.99</td>
<td>$0.99</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomato Sauce - grade A fancy 9 oz.</td>
<td>$0.99</td>
<td>$0.99</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicken Noodle Soup - 16 oz.</td>
<td>$0.99</td>
<td>$0.99</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chili with Beans - 16 oz.</td>
<td>$1.98</td>
<td>$1.98</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saltine Crackers - 9 oz.</td>
<td>$0.99</td>
<td>$0.99</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunch Box - 12 oz.</td>
<td>$0.99</td>
<td>$0.99</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roast Beef with Gravy</td>
<td>$2.29</td>
<td>$2.29</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breakfast Orange Mix - 27 oz.</td>
<td>$1.89</td>
<td>$1.89</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honey - grade A fancy 24 oz.</td>
<td>$2.59</td>
<td>$2.59</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitted Ripe Olives - 4 oz.</td>
<td>$0.79</td>
<td>$0.79</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thorne Apple Valley Smoked Sausage 16 oz.</td>
<td>$1.89</td>
<td>$1.89</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shredded Cheddar or Mozzarella Cheese 10 oz.</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frozen Apple Juice - 12 oz.</td>
<td>$4.99</td>
<td>$4.99</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frozen Sandwich Sticks - 14 oz.</td>
<td>$4.99</td>
<td>$4.99</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These are not weekly specials. These are everyday ALDI® low prices.

3207 Lincolnway West
South Bend, IN
Mon.-Thurs.: 9am-7pm
Friday: 9am-8pm
Saturday: 9am-6pm
Closed Sunday

929 N. Eddy
South Bend, IN
Mon.-Thurs.: 10am-7pm
Friday: 9am-8pm
Saturday: 9am-6pm
Closed Sunday

The Stock-Up Store.
Notre Dame students need drug education

Dear Editor:

I would like to commend you on your stories regarding drugs at Notre Dame-Saint Mary's. Those articles offer a refreshing perspective on the use of drugs on the campuses and provided some insight on the extent of the usage.

Those interviewed ("Tony") and Max) showed that misinformed and ill-conceived attitudes toward alcohol are not the only problem on campus. As seen in your article, ignorance of the dangers and the far-reaching effects of drug use is quite apparent.

Tony and Max toward drug abuse is quite apparent. The naivete and ignorance of the people you run into in class who complain about soon. The truth is that they have a using problem — think about all the people who have a drug problem! Give me a break! The ability to survive at Notre Dame "Tony's" and Max's attitude problems. Let's hope that this comes about soon.

Mark Herkert
Notre Dame student

Police must have Skiles Detectors to get star

Dear Editor:

I think it is absolutely ridiculous that some people are not happy with the way Scott Skiles is coaching the basketball team. Scott Skiles is one of the best guards in the world. His performance in the court far surpasses any other player. He deserves to be called star.

Mark B Johnson
Notre Dame alumnus

Recent movies unfairly stereotype the Arabs

Dear Editor:

The latest attacks upon the Arab communities, in the United States and abroad, by the entertaining Hollywood movie industry is insulting to the Arab nationals, U.S. Arab communities and destructive to the peace process in the Middle East. The portrayal of the Arabs in movies like "Delta Force" and "Under Siege" are bloated, ill-informed, and destructive to the Arab race. These portrayals are nothing new to the Arabs. The Arab Americans are always portrayed as defensive in nature living in deplorable ways, always trying to play something or another. I call this phenomenon "The All Baba and the Forty Thieves Syndrome.

This Hollywood attack upon the Arabs is not a new phenomenon either. During World War II, the war movies always referred to the Japanese people as Japs. In Vietnam, the Vietnamese were referred to as Gooks. Even in good old Westerns, the Indians were portrayed as barbaric tribes.

What scares me the most is the timing of these movies. Recent violence in the Middle East is exploited by the Hollywood movie industry to make money. They not only insult the Arabs, but they cheat their fellow Americans by capitalizing on their feelings of hatred toward recent Middle East events (such as the hijacking of the bombshell of the Marines barracks in Lebanon, etc.) and mishandled in them understanding the Middle East conflict.

The movie "Delta Force" portrays a hostage drama where a civilian airliner was hijacked and an elite American force reacts to free the hostages. I would not have been insulted by "Delta Force" if the terrorist group involved was named "X" and the setting was not in the Middle East. The reason for this, is that the movie portrays the Palestinians as bloodthirsty killers who attack innocent people for no apparent reason.

Although I am opposed to violence, I am still firmly convinced of the legitimacy of the Palestinian steadfastness against Israeli oppression and occupation of Palestine. Movies like "Delta Force" overlook the underlying reasons for the violence in the Middle East.

Nollywood is not the only one to blame. The media plays a large role in promoting such ideologies. Israeli military activities are always portrayed as defensive in nature by the media. This is done by a careful wording of reports. Although most Israeli attacks are carried out on refugee camps.

Even though I may sound bitter toward the Hollywood movie industry, I still understand the appeal that most Americans feel toward such movies which make them ticket sales successes.

This idea of subduing "the Villain" and the ever support of the underdog. The American inability to accept defeat. America has been historically, for the most part successful. The failure of the American's effort in the Middle East conflict. The failure of the implementation of the Camp David Accords. The agreement of Palestinian Autonomy in the West Bank as agreed by Israel and the ending of the Israeli siege to the West Bank, the failure of the Marines mission in Lebanon, etc.

Movies like "Delta Force" and "Under Siege" have a positive influence also, if viewed by audiences who have a good political and historical understanding of the Middle East conflict. Unfortunately, most Americans lack such an awareness. These movies reaffirm the urgency for constructive policy to establish peace upon justice in the Middle East. Some people might analyze this as giving in to terrorists. I consider such a realistic awareness, a prerequisite more toward peace and justice in a true historical context.

Joseph S. Aaram
Notre Dame alumnus
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Garry Trudeau

Doonesbury
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Quote of the day

"When faith and hope fail, as they do sometimes, we must try charity, which is love in action."

Dinah Maria Mulock
(1826-1887)
Students crack books until the crack of dawn

ROBIN SQUYRES
feature writer

All right, let's have the truth on the "all-nighter" scene here at ND. Can we talk? Notre Dame, land of passion and joy, has a fascinating behind-the-scenes army of late-night creatures. These individuals range from the overeager to the overworked, from the overcaffeinated to the overanxious. What do they do? And where do they do it? Here are some answers.

POLLING RESULTS: WHO, WHY AND HOW

In the results of a random poll, two-thirds of the student body have at some time in their Notre Dame career pulled an all-nighter, or at least a very-very-late-nighter. Half of these all-nighters were necessitated by an exam or test. The causes of the other half were divided between paper pressure and career pulled an all-nighter, or at least a very-very-late-nighter. Half of these all-nighters were necessitated by an exam or test. The causes of the other half were divided between paper pressure and career.

Almost all of Notre Dame all-nighter students study in their dorm in these wee hours, either in their rooms or in study lounges. Interestingly enough, four-fifths of ND all-nighters tackle the morning hours alone; either abandoned or purposely isolated.

There are many, many study (anti-sleep) aids, which are creatively used by the student body. Topping the list was caffeine, in forms from soda to Excedrin. Food, No-Doz, Vivarin and fear followed. The effectiveness of a given substance is said to be directly proportional to the amount consumed. But, Notre Dame all-nighter students reported, the amount needed to be effective increases directly with the lateness (or earliness) of the hour.

WHERE

Notre Dame does seem to have a definite lack of interesting all-night study space. The mainstay 24 hour lounge in the dorms becomes rather dreary and dull, but students don't really have many other places to go.

The Naz, a popular all-night study lounge in the basement of LaFortune, has recently been demolished and replaced with a more commercial setting. Nothing has been provided to replace the lounge, much to the chagrin of many students.

"It was a more relaxing atmosphere. It was so much more laid back," said Kerry Hill, a sophomore from Pasquerilla East. "You could go up with a group of people and get a table and talk."

"There is nothing offered right now at night with a relaxed atmosphere," said Theresa Ferris, also a sophomore.

"Late at night you just feel like there's no place to go," put in Hill.

The Administration has offered an "alternative" to the Naz for late night co-ed studying, South Dining Hall. The Oak Room, with its snack and soft-drink availability, is open until 1 each morning. The South Dining Hall then remains open until 3 a.m., minus the food supply.

Hill pointed out that, "People from the North Quad never go all the way to South Dining Hall or the Oak Room, especially in the winter."

Many of the classroom buildings are open for study at night, but close before the crucial pre-dawn hours. O'Shaugh is open until 1 a.m. and the Computer-Math Building is open until 2 a.m. The Microcomputer lab is open around the clock but only for computer use. For late night co-ed study, the options seem to have been narrowed back to the ever-faithful 24 hour lounge.

It would be nice to have a place to study too night. In the 24 hour lounge people are talking and stuff," said Amy Harron, a Pasquerilla East freshman. "For people who want to study with guys, they should have somewhere comfortable."
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UNIQUE STUDENT ADVICE AND OBSERVATIONS

"Definitely have someone wake you up if you're going to take a nap," says Scott Elderkin, sophomore.

"I study where there's a lot of light. Stay away from any beds," says Trent Rock, senior.

"Lots of soft drinks," says Audrey Beckman, junior.

"Don't lay around in sweats, it's too easy to go to sleep. Take a shower, get dressed. If you're in a sweater and pants, it's easier to study," says Trent Rock, senior.

Caffeine is students' eye-opener, study aid

DOUG ANDERSON
feature writer

The all-nighter. In an academically rigorous environment, this ritual can be as common as an Emil quiz, and is about as welcome.

Most students here are all too familiar with this night-long adventure; one of the few pure joys of college is staying up all night with weeks of worked piled up at your desk. How can a student stay up all night and still be coherent enough to complete a semester's worth of accounting?

The answer lies in a variety of methods. Most of the students on campus rely on some sort of caffeine pill, whether it be from Coke, coffee, or a pill. From my modest survey, Notre Dame students favor more traditional methods, such as coffee, tea, Coke; many students also use a caffeine pill, however.

All of the drugstores listed in the campus directory carry some sort of caffeine pill which specifically helps people who want to stay awake. The most popular of these pills are No-Doz and Vivarin. Both are over-the-counter drugs, available to anyone who has enough money to buy them.

The pills are basically the same. No-Doz is almost strictly caffeine while Vivarin adds some glucose-based sugar for a longer lasting effect. A few years ago diet pills were a popular form of this type of drug, but now these pills do not contain enough stimulants (according to FDA regulations) to be an effective stay-away drug.

These drugs are quite harmless when taken in small amounts. Problems can arise, however, when these drugs are abused. Some students find it hard to sit still after taking too much caffeine. They become jumpy or nervous and are unable to accomplish whatever task for which the drugs were needed in the first place. When used properly, however, these drugs can be the most effective way to stay awake.

For the rest of us out there who do not wish to shake like a Jell-O on a washing machine, there are some alternatives. Coffee brewers are fixtures in many rooms, and Coke machines see heavy use during finals week. Of course, this type of stimulus requires quite a few trips to the restroom, but that is one of the few side effects.

One of the most asked questions is, what do these drugs do to your body? According to biology department professor Dr. Thomas Troeger, caffeine "promotes the release of adrenaline." The drug artificially puts your body on alert, places it in its "fight or flight" mentality. This allows you to stay awake, because your body thinks that there is some life or death situation facing it.

As long as students pull all-nighters, they can rely on caffeine to help them make it through the night.
Songwriter has unique obsession with time

TIM ADAMS
features copy editor

If the major labels don't watch themselves, they might actually begin to become hip. I mean, they signed the Replacements to Sire, the Long Ryders to Island, Husker Du to Warner Brothers. It's this talented artist, Tommy Keene, to Geffen.

Records
Songs from the Film

This left the rest of the Beat high and dry without the creative forces that kept them together for those four years. Andy Cox, the guitarist, and David Steele, the bass player, though extremely bitter, decided to put together and write some new songs for a new band they were planning to put together.

The only thing they lacked was a second British single, and "Like a Stranger." The Fine Young Cannibals, on their debut album, have combined a jazzy style with jerky, danceable rhythms, but these rhythms never quite break into the spontaneity that the Beat enjoyed. In any case, however, this debut album is an accomplished one, and promises more good songs in the future.

Band takes mature stance

Tom Branigan
features writer

The Violent Femmes are a weird band that's just not quite fitted. I guess that explains it.

Records
The Blind and
the Naked

Some of the other good songs on the album include "Blue," the second British single, and "Like a Stranger." The Fine Young Cannibals, on their debut album, have combined a jazzy style with jerky, danceable rhythms, but these rhythms never quite break into the spontaneity that the Beat enjoyed. In any case, however, this debut album is an accomplished one, and promises more good songs in the future.

Some of the other good songs on the album include "Blue," the second British single, and "Like a Stranger." The Fine Young Cannibals, on their debut album, have combined a jazzy style with jerky, danceable rhythms, but these rhythms never quite break into the spontaneity that the Beat enjoyed. In any case, however, this debut album is an accomplished one, and promises more good songs in the future.

This is best illustrated on the first, and finest, song on the album, "Johnny Come Home." This song has the familiar theme of the boy who leaves the small town and they use a combination of organ, horns, and vocals to complement the melody, with the guitar used sparingly, and usually only to keep rhythm.

The one aspect of their sound that sets them apart from some of the other new pop bands that borrows heavily from jazz and soul, like Sade and Everything But the Girl, is Roland's unique style of singing, in which he distorts the words, as if in pain, rendering them almost in intelligible. As a result, he uses his voice more as a source of melody than as a vehicle to recite lyrics.

This day the breakup of the English Beat occurred, late in 1983, was a sad one for many people. The band that epitomized the racially mixed two-tone movement and who so thoroughly infused politics into their reggae-influenced brand of pop music split up when the two singer-songwriters left to form General Public.

The day the breakup of the English Beat occurred, late in 1983, was a sad one for many people. The band that epitomized the racially mixed two-tone movement and who so thoroughly infused politics into their reggae-influenced brand of pop music split up when the two singer-songwriters left to form General Public.

The group was an underground hit in 1983 with their own brand of dance music comprised largely of acoustical instruments. "Blister in the Sun" and others are still party favorites today.

Where the first album ozone with teenage frustration over girls and desire to end and the pain of relationships gone wrong.

In "Good Friend" Gano sings: Seems like every time I turn around
My heart's on the mend
cause I don't think you want me
so be your good friend.

The best song on the album, recalls not only the hopeless romanticism of some of Lou Reed's work with the Velvet Underground but also the remarkable vocal similarity between Reed and Gano (a definite positive). The Violent Femmes are a very good band and their talent certainly shines through on the second side of this album. If you are a fan, The Blind Leading the Naked won't disappoint you.
Sports Briefs

Bookstore Basketball registration will be held Sunday from 2-4 in the Great Hall, opposite the Campus Store. The registration fee is $5. This is the sign-up for men's Bookstore only. Sign-ups for women's will be held at a later date. -The Observer

The Off-Campus lacrosse team will hold a meeting tonight at 7 in the LaFortune Ballroom. Anyone unable to attend must call Steve Grotz at 222-6932 or Louise Conley at 224-1253. -The Observer
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Leading LPGA winner shines at Kemper Open

Associated Press

PRINCEVILLE, Hawaii - Defending champion Jane Blalock and four other returning winners may have to share some of the Kemper Open limelight with Mary Beth Zimmerman, who has won the last two LPGA tournaments, leads a field of 144 in the $300,000 tournament, which was to begin today at the par-72 Princesville Makai course on Kauai's North Shore.

She is the leading money winner so far this year after victories in last week's U.S. Invitational in Costa Mesa, Calif., and the previous week's Standard Register Samaritan Turquois Classic in Phoenix.

No one has ever won the Kemper Open twice, but Blalock and former winners Amy Alcott, Betsy King, JoAnne Carner and Pat Bradley will be trying to change that.

Kathy Whitworth and Nancy Lopez are the only former Kemper winners not competing this year.

Bradley is in second place on this year's money list with five consecutive top ten finishes. No. 3 Val Skinner also is in the field.

The only women in the top 10 not competing are Laura Baugh, who was reirxmmeg to Zimmerman last week, and Cathy Kranzelt, who tied for second in the Phoenix tournament.

Others competing include Jan Stephenson, Beth Daniel, and Japan's Ayako Okamoto.

Blalock's victory last year was her first since February 1980. It followed five years of serious back problems and self-doubt and a five-month break for "introspection" in 1983.

The tournament is being played here for the first time. It was played at the Royal Kaanapali course on Maui for the past four years after a move from the Mesa Verde Country Club in Costa Mesa, where it started in 1979.

the 72-hole tournament continues through Sunday.
Loughran continued from page 16

By the end of the fight, each fighter was having trouble keeping his feet, although neither one was willing to be put away. In the end, Rafferty, one of nine Belles participating in the competition, met the Nationals qualifying times for six events, including the 100-yard and 200-yard freestyle backstroke, the 200-yard and 400-yard medley relays, the 100-yard and 200-yard freestyle, and the 200-yard and 400-yard medley relays. The

Previous NAIA All-American
Rafferty feels nervous excitement

By ANDREA LEFRENIERE
Sports Writer

The first round of the NAIA Nationals begins today, and Saint Mary's swimmer Meghan Rafferty admitted that she is a little nervous from all the excitementsurrounding the three-day event taking place at Whittier College in Spokane, Wash.

"We've been working towards Nationals all season, and it should be a good meet, but I'm starting to get nervous," said the sophomore from New Canaan, Conn.

Rafferty, one of nine Belles participating in the competition, set the Nationals qualifying times for six events, including the 100-yard and 200-yard freestyle backstrokelthe 200-yard and 400-yard freestyle relays, and the 200-yard and 400-yard medley relays. The

Bengal Bout Results

Semifinals

3rd round


1st round

Jeffrey Nevesdense def. Andrew Lake, unan. dec.


3rd round

Jeffrey Nevesdense def. Devone Copeland, unan. dec.


1st round

Jeffrey Nevesdense def. David Horowitz, unan. dec.


1st round

Jeffrey Nevesdense def. devon Copeland, unan. dec.

Indiana gains sole possession of conference lead

Associated Press

EAST LANSING, Mich. - Indiana's Big Ten title hopes improved and Michigan State's were dashed last night as the No. 16 Hoosiers manhandled the No. 17 Spartans, 97-79, and gained sole possession of the conference lead.

Junior guard Steve Alford scored 31 points and freshman Ricky Calloway added 19 to lead Indiana, which won despite a game-high 33 points by Michigan State guard Gregory Kelser, who starred for the Spartans' all-time scoring leader.

The Hoosiers gained a 15-point lead late in the first half, 38-23, and handled things under the basket for the Hoosiers, who led by at least eight points the entire second half. "Calloway really helped us in the second half," Knight said. "Steve (Alford) played well."

Michigan State played a "very disappointing performance," by his team, which entered the contest with a mathematical chance of winning the conference.

"We played so poorly, it made Indiana look good," said Heathcote. "Maybe they played so well that it made us look bad. Maybe we were due for a poor showing.

Alford dominated the Spartans from the outside and Calloway handled things under the basket for the Hoosiers, who led by at least eight points the entire second half. "Calloway really helped us in the second half," Knight said. "Steve (Alford) played well."

Michigan State head Heathcote called it a "very disappointing performance," by his team, which entered the contest with a mathematical chance of winning the conference.

"We played so poorly, it made Indiana look good," said Heathcote. "Maybe they played so well that it made us look bad. Maybe we were due for a poor showing.
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FOODS

- Vegetable & Bean Dishes
- Shrimp & Scallop Dishes
- Relaxing Chinese/Indian Foods
- Delightful Pastries
- Complete Catering For Parties & Banquets
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838 Portage
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performance throughout the season.

"In Keenan's last two seasons we only managed to win one game combined, so I would say this season by comparison was a definite improvement," said Tracey. "This is a tribute to our guys, considering that we had an average of eight players per game."

And in the battle of the cellar dwellers, Stanford (1-5-3) lost that lofty position by crashing Sorin (0-7), thus securing Sorin last place.

At the end of the final season, in the Corrigan League, Alumni won the title followed in order by Pangborn, Zahn, Kornam, Carroll, Fisher, Stanford, and Sorin.

In the Krause League, Grace finished first with Cavanaugh/Howard next, followed by Elkhart, Cross-Ears, Off-Campus, Morrissey, and Fanner.

Bradley falls at tourney

Associated Press

TULSA, Okla. - Forward Brian Ruhlly and David Moss scored 22 points apiece to lead Tulsa past No. 9 Bradley 74-58 in the championship game of the Missouri Valley Conference tournament last night, snapping the Braves' winning streak at 22 games.

The victory gives Tulsa, 23-8, an automatic berth in the NCAA tournament. Bradley, with a 31-2 record, also is expected to receive a tournament bid.

Bradley entered the game with the best record among Division I teams and the longest winning streak in the nation among major colleges. The Braves' last loss came against Clemson on Dec. 28.

Correction

Because of a reporting error, two things need to be corrected in yesterday's sports page preview. The Irish do not play Oral Roberts and Houston this season, and the name of freshman pitcher Mark Madsen was misspelled.
Beginning her career by accident, Hynes becomes premier fencer

By MIKE CARDINALE
Sports Writer

To start as a freshman in any varsity sport is a special challenge, but Notre Dame fencer Janice Hynes has handled the task of adapting to the pressures of college and the pressures of a major college-level fencing program equally well.

Hynes has moved from a starting position as a number two fencer, compiling a record of 61-14 this season. In addition, she has qualified for the individual NCAA season. In addition, she has job.

“Last weekend, she realized she could be as good as any girl on the college level,” Auriol said. “She could be as good as any girl on the women’s fencing history, but at first, she worried about how she would fit in as a freshman starter. “I wondered what the other girls would think, but they’ve made it a lot easier,” she said.

“Janice has adapted very well,” said Auriol. “Coming in this year, she has brought a lot of power to the team. The power of Janice and Molly Sullivan (Sullivan) is what we needed for the team to do well nationally.”

Hynes began her fencing career almost by accident about six years ago. When she failed to make her school’s basketball team, her mom suggested that she give fencing a try. Her initial reaction was not one of fascination.

“I thought it was weird,” she said. But Hynes stuck with it, and she began to fence in small competitions in her home state of Massachusetts. She also took private lessons from fencing instructor Joe Pechinski.

The highlight of Hynes’ pre-Notre Dame career was a fifth-place finish in the 1985 Junior Olympics in Tampa, Fla. The national attention given this competition thrilled Hynes and helped her to realize her potential. She decided that she wanted to attend a school with a fencing program and Notre Dame fit the bill.

Hynes has found the team enthusiastic. "Here the team is always the first priority," she said. "The power of Janice and Molly Sullivan and juniors Cindy Weeks and Victoria Quaroni as the team's basketball team, her mom suggested that she give fencing a try. Her initial reaction was not one of fascination.

“At the Midwest Regional last weekend, she realized she could be as good as any girl on the college level,” Auriol said. “She really went for it and she did a great job.”

Hynes has been a major factor in the most successful season in women’s fencing history, but at first, she worried about how she would fit in as a freshman starter. “I wondered what the other girls would think, but they’ve made it a lot easier,” she said.

“Janice has adapted very well,” said Auriol. “Coming in this year, she has brought a lot of power to the team. The power of Janice and Molly (Sullivan) is what we needed for the team to do well nationally.”

Hynes began her fencing career almost by accident about six years ago. When she failed to make her school’s basketball team, her mom suggested that she give fencing a try. Her initial reaction was not one of fascination.

“I thought it was weird,” she said. But Hynes stuck with it, and she began to fence in small competitions in her home state of Massachusetts. She also took private lessons from fencing instructor Joe Pechinski.

The highlight of Hynes’ pre-Notre Dame career was a fifth-place finish in the 1985 Junior Olympics in Tampa, Fla. The national attention given this competition thrilled Hynes and helped her to realize her potential. She decided that she wanted to attend a school with a fencing program and Notre Dame fit the bill.

Hynes has handled the task of adapting to the pressures of college and the pressures of a major college-level fencing program equally well.

Hynes became a major factor in the most successful season in women’s fencing history, but at first, she worried about how she would fit in as a freshman starter. “I wondered what the other girls would think, but they’ve made it a lot easier,” she said.
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Hynes began her fencing career almost by accident about six years ago. When she failed to make her school’s basketball team, her mom suggested that she give fencing a try. Her initial reaction was not one of fascination.

“I thought it was weird,” she said. But Hynes stuck with it, and she began to fence in small competitions in her home state of Massachusetts. She also took private lessons from fencing instructor Joe Pechinski.

The highlight of Hynes’ pre-Notre Dame career was a fifth-place finish in the 1985 Junior Olympics in Tampa, Fla. The national attention given this competition thrilled Hynes and helped her to realize her potential. She decided that she wanted to attend a school with a fencing program and Notre Dame fit the bill.

Hynes has handled the task of adapting to the pressures of college and the pressures of a major college-level fencing program equally well.
Exciting 56th Bengal Bouts set up interesting last round

By SCOTT INGLIS

"Never a dull moment," is a phrase that best characterizes the 56th annual Bengal Bouts. That is, unless you are counting the ten-minute intermission coming halfway through the semi-final round last night. On either side of that intermission, however, the crowd of 3,531 fans was treated to 29 contests and some thrilling action.

Providing a great deal of the early excitement was Thomas "Hammett" Hank Hayman, a 132-pound junior, who pummeled an overmatched Wilson Fisher the opening bell in the third match of the evening.

Landing three successive rights and drawing blood early in the first round, Hayman continued to pound Fisher, with the crowd on its feet until the final bell was stopped at 1:11 to go in the second, as Hayman advanced to the finals.

Shortly thereafter, in the 138-pound division, Anthony Bonacci, a former champion and fine是一位战斗机，went three rounds to defeat a difficult opponent, Timothy "The Soccor Psycho" Hartigan on a split decision.

"He was really tough to get to early," said Bonacci. "I was a little rusty starting out, but I have to give him credit, he fought a great fight."

Bonacci's victory, coupled with the win of his friend Edward "Fast Eddie" Bornemann over Steven Slaughter in the other semi-final, should make for one of the more interesting final matchups Friday.

The playoff slate begins at 10:30 p.m. with Grace taking on Pangborn at 11:45 p.m. Both games should be that much tougher.
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